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Learning

To extend your
understanding of how to
investigate products.

Student’s book

Evaluating, pages 91–93
Identifying needs and likes,
pages 68–69

Timing

Part 1: 80 minutes
Part 2: 40 minutes

Equipment and materials

• work-book
• pen, pencil
• coloured pencils
• tools for disassembling
• storage container
• copy of outline world map

Type of task

Recap and Extension

Other subjects

Geography
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ƒProduct examples

Some of the products in the illustration may be disassembled and re-
assembled; others disassembled and disposed of; yet others will have
little physical disassembly possibilities.

SAFETY NOTE

Particularly if disassembling, remove all
possible means of connecting to power
supplies. Watch out for still-charged capacitors.

1 Select a single product. In your work-book answer the following
questions about this product.

(a) What does it do?
(b) Is it for everyday use or for less frequent use?
(c) Who is it for?

• age group or groups;
• male and/or female;
• living in this country and/or another country;
• particular to a class;
• particular to a culture;
• particular to a time.

(d) What else could people use that would
do the same job?

(e) What did people use to do the job
before this product was available?

2 If it has been agreed that you may take
it apart then do so, with care. Keep
all the parts. In your work-book answer the following questions
about the product.
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(a) How does it work? Draw a series of quick sketches and add notes
to show how this product works. You may need
to use exploded or cut-away views.
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(b) What components are in it? Draw up a chart with headings for the main kinds of components – fixings,
fittings, mechanical, electrical, electronic, pneumatic, etc. Try to name the components in your product
and note down to which group they belong.

(c) Say what each sort of component is used for and explain how it helps the product to work.

4 What is it made from? Draw up a chart with headings of the main material groups – wood, plastic, metal,
fabric, ceramic, etc. Find out which of the materials that are in your product are in these groups. Note the
name of each part or component under the correct heading.

5 How was it made? Draw up a chart, note which processes were used to make each component or part of
your product and how the parts were assembled. Things to consider are:

• one-off, small batch, repetitive batch, continuous, automated/manual manufacture;
• the main stages in the manufacturing operation;
• the processes used, for example,

measuring and marking

cutting to size
cutting to shape machining

forming
moulding

extruding

winding

soldering brazing

assembling finishing
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Further/homework

1 Find out where the materials used in your product come from.

2 Find out if any of the processes used can have harmful side-effects. Can these be avoided?

3 Find out how the materials used are, or could be, disposed of or re-used. Are there any likely problems with
this?

4 Where was it made? Were the parts made in different places? Was the product assembled in one or more
places? Where was the product designed?

• in this town; • Africa;
• in this country; • Australasia;
• in an EC country; • Eastern Europe;
• in the USA; • Pacific Rim.

5 Colour in areas of a world map to show where the product, and its parts, were made. Put together a key for
the map.

6 How is it marketed?

7 Where is this product sold? Add the answers to your computer or work-book record. For example:

• chain-store; • street-trader;
• supermarket; • market;
• DIY; • mail-order;
• builders’ merchants; • TV-order;
• corner-shop; • this town;
• wholesale/retail shop; • this country;
• specialist shop or store; • other countries.

8 How is it advertised?

• hoardings; • newspapers/magazines – adverts/editorial;
• TV; • radio;
• in-store displays; • point-of-sale displays;
• door-to-door; • carrier-bags;
• packaging; • leaflet-drop;
• internet; • through music, performances, sports, idols;
• this town; • this country;
• other countries.

9 What happens when this product’s useful life is over? Can it be re-used? Can the materials be recycled?
easily? With difficulty? What happens to it on disposal?
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